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This paper presents the use of code optimization method in the component environments (Java VM, MS .NET, 

Mono). In the proposed solution implemented for component environments there are occurrences when manual 

code optimization can accelerate run time of programs. In components environments, due to the JIT (Just In 

Time) optimization, the code cannot be fully optimized because of the short time available. JIT optimization 

takes place during execution of the currently used part of the code. That is why the time spent on searching 

the best optimization must be balanced between the user waiting time and the choice of optimal optimization. 

This article presents optimization method ending with conclusion on when, why and in which component 

environment is recommended to use a given method. The presented methods is called early exit from function 

(authorial method).  
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1. Introduction 
 

Component environments are widely used for 

coding multiple programs. One of their main 

advantages is code portability between different 

operating systems and computer architectures. 

The second advantage is the standardized 

notation of the code, which allows for using 

universal optimization methods [1]. 

This article was created in reference to [2], 

to show that the use of manual code optimization 

allows to achieve additional speed as opposed to 

using only optimizers incorporated in the 

component environments. Multiple programs 

may have long execution time. In this case, it is 

natural to search for the appropriate code 

optimizations that reduce the computation time. 

Authorial method presented in this article (early 

exit from a function) can accelerate run time of 

programs. 

There are two cases where optimization 

should be applied: programs whose running time 

is long, such as used in the geophysics (inversion 

of plane-wave seismograms) [3], or in the 

multimedia, where results must be delivered 

quickly to maintain fluency [4]. Optimization 

methods are currently looked for in many areas 

of science, such as secrecy capacity of a network 

[5], mining signatures from event sequences in 

healthcare data [6], efficiency of the halo current 

diagnostic system foreseen in ITER 

(International Thermonuclear Experimental 

Reactor) [7], overall network throughput 

optimization [8, 9], code in the hat-fed reflector 

antenna [10], transmission of pre-encoded 

JPEG2000 video over time-varying channels 

[11], enhancement of the system performance of 

cellular network [12], processing of digital 

pictures [13], traffic distribution algorithm for 

network [14].  

Optimization method presented in this 

article was tested. Method was performed on  

a different computer architecture and in different 

operating systems. In each case, program 

execution was timed, intermediate code 

examined, and results summarized in order to 

answer when, why and in which component 

environments it is recommended to use a given 

method. In most cases, after using presented 

optimization method the programs execution 

time decreased, but there are certain exceptions 

described in the results. 

At the beginning of the article is presented 

compilation process with introduction to the 

optimization methods. After this is described 

authorial method of optimization called early 

exit from a function. In the next chapters are 

presented methodology, tests and conclusions 

about authorial method of optimization. 
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2. Compilation 
 

Compilation in all the environments mentioned 

in this article is performed in the same way.  

In the beginning, the source code is compiled 

through compilers provided with the package for 

developers in the intermediate code. The 

obtained files are then compiled once again by  

a compiler in virtual machine at the program’s 

startup. As a result is obtained machine code 

which is executed by the processor. Compilation 

of the intermediate code to the machine code is 

performed by the JIT compiler, it takes place in 

stages and is subject to ad hoc optimizations at 

intervals set by the machine (thus the name: 

Just-in-Time). 

JIT compilation occurs at the start of the 

application. It is performed at every launch of 

the program. The purpose of the afore mentioned 

compilation is to translate the intermediate code 

into the machine code of the currently used 

platform. Each method is compiled only when 

there is need for it. Thus, the program can run 

without being fully compiled, because some 

methods may be unused. During the execution of 

the program, once the compiled parts are not lost 

and can be reused, they are loaded into the cache 

as ready to use the machine code [15, 16, 17]. 

JIT compilation is limited only by one 

factor: time. This is due to the fact of its 

execution during the launch of the application. 

Therefore, the analysis and code optimization 

cannot last as long as they could at the AOT 

compilation [18]. However, its advantages are 

code portability and application optimization 

suited to the currently used hardware and 

operating system. To compare, applications 

compiled using the JIT techniques run  

faster than scripts which are executed by 

interpreters [19]. 

 

3. Optimization methods 
 

Programs can be implemented in many different 

ways and in all cases the result will be correct. 

However, certain approaches can be:  

easier (the solution of the problem itself 

thanks to which the implementation can be 

easier and more understandable)  

cleaner (they use less memory) 

easier to maintain (to adapt the code to 

frequent changes and improvements) 

faster (time to obtain the result is shorter) 

[20]. 

 

 

4. Early exit from a function 
 

Early exit from a function is an method based on 

returning values from functions as fast as 

possible. Programmers should create as many as 

possible returning points in areas where we 

already know what will be the final return value 

of the executed function.  

An example of a non-optimized code that 

stores resulting value in the variable result is 

shown in Table 1 (before optimization). After 

removing the variable result and replacing it 

with a few returning points it may be expected to 

use less memory and to accelerate the program 

(Table 1 – after optimization). 
 

Tab. 1. Early exit from a function 

 

Before optimization 

int compare (int x, int y)
{
int result = 0;
if( x < y ) {
   result = -1;
} else if ( x > y) {
   result = 1;
}
return result;
}

After optimization 

int compare (int x, int y)
{
if( x < y ) {
   return -1;
} else if ( x > y) {
   return 1;
}
return 0;
}

 

5. Methodology and test performance 

characteristics 
 
In order to distinguish test environments, later in 

the paper they are named by shortcuts E64 and 

E32. Numbers designate operating systems  

(32 and 64 bits) installed in the respective test 

environments. 

The first test environment – E64: 

Hardware specification:  

CPU: Intel® Core™ 2 E6400 @ 2.46 GHz  

RAM: 1.5 GB DDR2-667 (640 MHz). 

Operating systems:  

Microsoft Windows 7 Professional SP1  

(64 bit)  

Fedora 16 (64 bit).  

The second test environment – E32:  

Hardware specification:  

CPU: Intel® Celeron® M520 @ 1.60 GHz  
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RAM: 512 MB DDR2-667 (532 MHz).  

Operating systems:  

Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP2 

(32 bit)  

Fedora 11 (32 bit).  

Virtual machines installed in an E32 and E64 

environments:  

Microsoft .NET 4.0 (Windows)  

Microsoft .NET 2.0 (Windows)  

Java Development Kit 7u4 (Windows and 

Linux)  

Mono 2.10.8 (Windows)  

Mono 2.4.3 (Fedora 11 – E32)  

Mono 2.10.5 (Fedora 16 – E64).  

In order to reach objective test results, all 

testing was performed in the same way: 

1. Tested instructions were carried out in  

a loop; the total time of their operation was 

measured. The loop had a predefined 

amount of iterations. 

2. If the test required sample data, they were 

randomized for each iteration of the loop. 

Randomizing took place before the 

measurement of time and the values were 

stored in arrays. Data were randomized in 

order to keep the conditions close to real 

application run. Thanks to randomization, 

the data were both pessimistic and 

optimistic (those that can make to return 

result faster or slower). The randomizer was 

initiated using current time.  

3. The measurements were performed for each 

test ten times. It is always the shortest time 

of all that was chosen. This approach is 

burdened with the smallest error, due to the 

applications that run in the background in  

a test environment [21]. 

4. To measure time with nanosecond accuracy, 

methods provided together with executing 

environments were used. In Mono and 

.NET, the Stopwatch class from System. 

Diagnostics package was used, while in 

Java, it was the System.nanoTime() method.  

5. The use of the source code compilers to 

byte code:  

– .NET, compiler csc with/o flag 

(optimization launch)  

– Mono, compiler mcs with-optimize+

flag (optimization launch)  

– Java, compiler javac (by default, 

optimization is turned on).  

6. The use of JIT compilers:  

– .NET, lack of interference in the 

applied optimization  

– Mono, compiler mono with flag –

O = all (turn on all possible 

optimization)  

– Java, compiler java with flag –

XX:+AggressiveOpts (optimizations 

foreseen for the next release of JVM), 

also separately launched in mode –

client and-server. 

6. Performance of the early exit from 

a function 
 

The test is executed to compare the time spans 

after applying optimization of the early exit from 

a function (4. Early exit from a function) and 

inline expansion. The test foresees cases when 

optimization is applied manually and the lack of 

their manual use. Both optimizations are 

presented in all possible variants of their use. In 

addition, the test is designed to draw attention to 

memory usage and intermediate code after 

disassembling. 

A test version without the use of inline 

expansion was presented with the pseudo-code 

in table 2. The condition upon which the 

function printOnScreen(result) is executed is 

noteworthy here. In testing, this condition was 

never fulfilled, but using it ensured that the 

optimizer does not recognize the result variable 

as unused in the code. Optimizers, when 

encountering unused variables in the code, often 

use additional optimizations, which impacted the 

test. Typically, fragments of the code handling 

such variables are treated as redundant, while 

this fragment of the code is the critical part of 

the test. The lack of such condition made the 

measured times shorter. Two variants of the 

comparison function have been foreseen, namely 

before the use of optimization of the early exit 

from a function (labeled as A1 – Table 3) and 

after the optimization of the early exit from  

a function (labeled as A3 – Table 4). Variant A2 

(Table 5) is an extension of the A1 variant  

(Table 3), namely there has been used the inline 

expansion. Variant A4 (Table 6) is  

a combination of variants A2 (Table 5) and A3 

(Table 4), because both the optimization of the 

early exit from a function and inline expansion 

have been applied there. 

 
Tab. 2. Pseudo-code for the early exit from a function 

test without the use of the inline expansion 

 

x[] = randomArray(); 
y[] = randomArray(); 
startTime();
for ( i = 0 ; i < 1 000 000; i++) { 

result += compare(x[i], y[i]); 
}
stopTime();
if(result > 500 000) 
printOnScreen(result);
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Tab. 3. Comparison function in the A1 variant 

(without optimization)  

 

compare (x, y) { 
result = 0; 
if (x < y) { 

result = -1; 
      } else if (x > y) { 
result = 1; 
      } 
return result; 
}

 
Tab. 4. Comparison function in the A3 variant (after 

the early exit from a function optimization) 

 

compare (x, y) { 
if (x < y) { 
return -1; 
} else if (x > y) { 
return 1; 
}
return 0; 
}

 
Tab. 5. Variant A2 –  the inline expansion 

optimization used (extension of the A1 variant) 

 

x[] = randomArray(); 
y[] = randomArray(); 
startTime();
for ( i = 0 ; i < 1 000 000; i++) { 

value = 0; 
if (x[i] < y[i]) { 
value += -1; 
      } else if (x[i] > y[i]) { 
value += 1; 
}

result += value; 
}
stopTime();

if(result > 500 000) 
printOnScreen (result);

 
Tab. 6. Variant A4 – the early exit from a function 

and the inline expansion combined 

 

x89 : ;<=>?@A;;<C DEF

y[] = randomArray (); 
startTime();
for ( i = 0 ; i < 1 000 000; i++) { 
if (x[i] < y[i]) { 
result += -1; 
} else if (x[i] > y[i]) { 
result += 1; 
}
}
stopTime();
if(result > 500 000) 
printOnScreen (result); 
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test have been gathered. In addition, the 

acceleration after the use various optimizations 

(variants) has been calculated.  

 

The measured times in the test environment E64 

The fastest is the program executed in the .NET 

Framework and in the JVM, client version in 

Windows 7. It may be noted that the program in 

Fedora 16 is slower than the one executed in 

Windows 7. In Fedora 16 operating system, the 

slowest is the program executed in JVM, client 

version. While the fastest is the program 

executed in Mono, but the values are within  

the range of the slowest program execution  

in Windows 7. Time differences within each 

runtime environments and operating systems are 

more visible in the accelerations. 

 
The measured times in the test environment E32 

 

The fastest is the program executed in the .NET 

Framework and in the JVM, client version (both 

Windows XP and Fedora 11). The rest of the 

runtime environments are characterized by 

similar times of the program execution.  

In general, the programs executed in the test 

environment E32 have longer execution times 

compared to the test environment E64. This was 

due to the fact that the computer running the test 

environment E32 has weaker hardware 

parameters. For example, the program execution 

time in the runtime environment .NET 

Framework 2.0 is nearly twice longer. However, 

it is worth noting that in some cases this 

difference is smaller, for example the program in 

the server version of the JVM (within different 

versions of an operating system Fedora) 

executed in about 28% longer. It is interesting 

that the program in the JVM, client version 

(within different versions of the Fedora 

operating system) executed faster in the test 

environment E32. Overall, the program executed 

in the E32 environment in the JVM, server 

version is slower than running in the JVM, client 

version. Mono run time has similar time to the 

JVM, server version. Time differences within 

each runtime environments and operating 

systems are more visible in the accelerations. 
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Tab. 7. Test results of the early exit from a function and the inline expansion 

 

 

The acceleration in test environment E64 

 

The acceleration in test environment E64, 

obtained after the use of three variants listed in 

the test (A2, A3, and A4) compared to the 

variant A1 which is not optimized. In some 

cases, the acceleration could not have been 

achieved. The program runs slower in the A2 

variant in the runtime environment .NET 

Framework 4.0. The slowdown is also observed 

after the use of the A3 variant in .NET 

Framework 4.0 and the JVM client version in the 

Fedora 16 operating system. In all the other 

cases there were always accelerations. 

Acceleration happened even in cases with the 

fastest programs in the .NET Framework and the 

JVM client version in the Windows 7 operating 

system after the use of the A4 variant. The 

highest acceleration (by 26,52%) was recorded 

after the application of the A4 variant in the 

JVM, server version in the Fedora 16 operating 

system. The uses of variant A2 allow to obtain 

better acceleration than the use of the A3 variant. 

The combination of the A2 and A3 variants, the 

use of the A4 variant, in most cases, allow for 

even greater accelerations than the use of 

separate optimizations of variant A2 and A3. 

However, there are exceptions to this rule, such 

as in Mono in Windows 7 and in the JVM client 

version in Fedora 16, where the best was the A2 

variant. A surprise is the case of .NET 

Framework 4.0, where the optimizations applied 

individually slow down the program, while  

their combination allows its acceleration. 

Another curiosity is the .NET Framework 2.0 

which behaves differently than the .NET 

Framework 4.0, since the acceleration occurs 

only in the A2 variant. 

 
The acceleration in test environment E32 

 

The acceleration in test environment E32 

obtained in the three variants listed in the test 

(A2, A3 and A4), compared to the variant A1, 

which is not optimized. After applying the A2 

and A3 variants in the .NET Framework 4.0,  

the program has slowed down. The difference in 

acceleration is not recorded in the JVM server 

version in the A3 variant in Fedora 11. In other 

run time environments, the use of optimization 

has shown acceleration. The largest acceleration 

(by 24.08%) was recorded in Mono in the 

Fedora 11 operating system after the application 

of the A2 variant. The use of variant A2 

compared to A3 variant usually allowed to get 

more acceleration, but there are exceptions  

(the JVM client version on both operating 

systems), where it turned out that the A3 variant 

is better. Generally, the highest acceleration was 

obtained by the use of the A4 variant, except for 

Mono in the two operating systems, where  

the A2 variant happened to be the best.  

Environment 

Time [ms] Acceleration [%] 

A1 A2 A3 A4 
(A1–A2)/A1 (A1–A3)/A1 (A1–A4)/A1 

E64 

Windows 7 

.NET 2.0 6,780 6,647 6,914 6,971 1,97 –1,97 –2,81 

.NET 4.0 7,029 7,213 7,444 6,775 –2,61 –5,90 3,61 

Mono 9,899 8,389 9,793 8,617 15,25 1,08 12,95 

Java Client 7,324 6,871 7,069 6,545 6,19 3,48 10,63 

Java Server 10,428 9,781 10,350 9,065 6,20 0,75 13,07 

Fedora 16 

Mono 10,363 8,867 10,249 8,785 14,43 1,10 15,22 

Java Client 14,158 10,785 14,864 11,144 23,82 –4,98 21,29 

Java Server 14,269 11,457 13,337 10,485 19,71 6,53 26,52 

E32 

Windows 

XP 

.NET 2.0 11,008 10,767 11,213 11,302 2,19 –1,86 –2,67 

.NET 4.0 11,389 11,686 12,079 10,973 –2,60 –6,06 3,65 

Mono 17,191 13,614 15,615 13,988 20,81 9,17 18,63 

Java Client 11,697 11,211 11,131 10,349 4,16 4,84 11,52 

Java Server 16,790 15,033 16,305 13,798 10,47 2,89 17,82 

Fedora 11 

Mono 17,887 13,580 15,956 13,943 24,08 10,80 22,05 

Java Client 12,025 11,481 11,376 10,584 4,52 5,40 11,98 

Java Server 17,870 16,389 17,868 14,882 8,29 0,01 16,72 
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Again, a surprise is the case of the .NET 

Framework 4.0, where the optimizations applied 

individually slow down the program, and their 

combination allows its acceleration. Similarly, in 

the environment E64, interestingly the .NET 

Framework 2.0 behaves differently than the 

.NET Framework 4.0, because the acceleration 

has only the A2 variant. 

During the code optimization in the A3 

variant, one variable result (integer) was 

removed from the comparison function.  

The variable described in the A1 variant, where 

it occurs, should affect the memory consumption 

at the run-time. Each call to the function should 

create it again, and the function is called 

repeatedly in a loop. In order to test,  

the comparison function in the A1 variant was 

looped in definitely and memory usage was 

tested. The tests show that in all run time 

environments (.NET, Mono, JVM) and in all test 

environments (E64, E32) memory usage was at  

a constant level. It follows that the Garbage

Collector and the optimizations implemented in 

all environments can easily handle memory 

management in this case. In other variants,  

there was no danger of excessive memory 

consumption, but they also have been tested  

and in all variants memory usage was at  

a constant level. 

Below are presented the Java byte codes of 

comparison function after disassembling in 

variants A1 (Table 8) and A3 (Table 9). At the 

first glance, it can be observed that the code in 

the A3 variant contains fewer instructions that 

the processor should do. In the JVM runtime 

environment it corresponds to the greater 

acceleration. The exception is the JVM server 

version in the E32 environment in Fedora 11, 

where there has been no acceleration and the 

JVM client version in E64 environment in 

Fedora 16, where a slowdown of the program 

was observed. Substantial differences in the code 

is that in the A1 variant three registers are used 

(iload_1, iload_2, iload_3, istore_3), where as in 

the variant A3 – only two. The third register is 

used to store additional variable result. While in 

the A3 variant, the value of this variable is 

simply used as a constant (iconst_0 in line 14). 

However, as shown above, the use of an 

additional register in the A1 variant does not 

affect the additional memory consumption. This 

is due to Garbage Collector of runtime 

environment which is responsible for memory 

management. The difference is in the approach 

to the exit from the function. In the A1 variant 

instructions are used to move to another place in 

the code (to the end of the function – ire turn in 

line 20). Mentioned instructions are go to 19 and 

if_icmple 19 (go if less or equal). While in the 

variant A3 there are several exit points from the 

function (ire turn in lines 6, 13, 15). 

 
Tab. 8. Disassembly of the Java byte code 

v wyz{|}~�y� ���w�~y� ~� ��� �� �|}~|��

 

Publicintcompare(int, int); 
  Code: 
   0: iconst_0 
   1: istore_3 
   2: iload_1 
   3: iload_2 
   4: if_icmpge 12 
   7: iconst_m1 
   8: istore_3 
   9: goto 19 
   12: iload_1 
   13: iload_2 
   14: if_icmple 19 
   17: iconst_1 
   18: istore_3 
   19: iload_3 
   20: ireturn 
}

 
Tab. 9. Disassembly of the Java byte code 

v wyz{|}~�y� ���w�~y� ~� ��� �� �|}~|��

 

Publicintcompare(int, int); 
  Code: 
   0: iload_1 
   1: iload_2 
   2: if_icmpge 7 
   5: iconst_m1 
   6: ireturn 
   7: iload_1 
   8: iload_2 
   9: if_icmple 14 
   12: iconst_1 
   13: ireturn 
   14: iconst_0 
   15: ireturn 
}

 

Below are presented managed codes, 

compiled using the csc compiler provided with 

.NET Framework disassembled by the Ildasm 

tool. It shows the managed code of comparison 

function in the A1 variant (Table 10) and A3 

(Table 11). It is worth noting that the 

instructions after compiling with the mcs 

compiler provided within the Mono environment 

are identical after disassemblation by the Ildasm 

tool. At the first glance, it can be observed that 

the code in the variant A3 contains fewer 

instructions that the processor should do. But not 

in all cases that correspond to greater 

acceleration (e.g. NET Framework 4.0 in all test 

environments). As in the case of the Java byte 
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code, in the A1 variant are used three registers 

(ldard.1, ldarg.2, stloc.0). The third register is 

used to store additional variable result. While in 

the A3 variant, the value of this variable is 

simply used as a constant (ldc.i4.0 – load 

constant integer 4 bytes. value 0). However, as 

shown above (Figure 5), the use of an additional 

register in the A1 variant does not affect the 

additional memory consumption, because of 

Garbage Collector. The difference lies also in 

the way of exiting from the function: in the A1 

variant there is only one exit instruction (ret), 

while in the A3 variant there are three exit 

instructions. In the variant A1, in order to 

achieve identical effect, there are used jump 

instruction (br.s IL_0010 – jump instruction,

ble.s IL_0010 – jump instruction if less or 

equal), which are aimed at jumping to the 

instruction of exit from the function. 

 
Tab. 10. Disassembly of the managed code compiled 

with the csc compiler and used Ildasm tool �

comparison function in the A1 variant 

 

.method public hidebysig 
instance int32

compare(int32 x, int32 y) cil 
managed

  { 
    // Code size       18 

(0x12)
    .maxstack  2 
    .locals init (int32 V_0) 
    IL_0000:  ldc.i4.0 
    IL_0001:  stloc.0 
    IL_0002:  ldarg.1 
    IL_0003:  ldarg.2 
    IL_0004:  bge.s

IL_000a
    IL_0006:  ldc.i4.m1 
    IL_0007:  stloc.0 
    IL_0008:  br.s

IL_0010

    IL_000a:  ldarg.1 
    IL_000b:  ldarg.2 
    IL_000c:  ble.s

IL_0010

    IL_000e:  ldc.i4.1 
    IL_000f:  stloc.0 
    IL_0010:  ldloc.0 
    IL_0011:  ret 
  } 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

���  ¡¡  ¢isassembly of the managed code compiled 

with the csc compiler and used Ildasm tool �

comparison function in the A3 variant 

 

£¤¥¦§¨© ª«¬®¯ §®©¥¬°±®² ®³±¦´³¯¥

int32
compare(int32 x, int32 y) cil 
managed
  { 
    // Code size       14 (0xe) 
    .maxstack  8 
    IL_0000:  ldarg.1 
    IL_0001:  ldarg.2 
    IL_0002:  bge.s      IL_0006 
    IL_0004:  ldc.i4.m1 
    IL_0005:  ret 

    IL_0006:  ldarg.1 
    IL_0007:  ldarg.2 
    IL_0008:  ble.s      IL_000c 

    IL_000a:  ldc.i4.1 
    IL_000b:  ret 

    IL_000c:  ldc.i4.0 
    IL_000d:  ret 
  } 

 

µ¶·¸¸¹º»¼½¾ ¿À¶ Á¶¸¿ ¸ÂÃ¹¿»Â¼ »¼ ºÂ¸¿ Ä·¸¶¸

is the use of the early exit from a function and 

inline expansion. The exception is the Mono 

runtime environment, where in three on four 

cases, a better solution is to use only the inline 

expansion optimization. Second exception is 

.NET Framework 2.0, where also a better 

solution is to use only inline expansion.  

The program in any variant does not show more 

or less memory consumption. The use of both of 

this optimizations is also reflected in amore 

concise code. 

 

7. Summary 
 

The authorial contribution is here the 

development of the method of early exit from 

a function and the analysis of acceleration in the 

component environments after using various 

optimization. The method of the early exit from 

a function in certain runtime environments can 

speed up the program, and in combination with 

the inline expansion optimization allows 

speeding up the program, even in cases when the 

application of such optimizations separately 

slows the program down. A detailed description 

and analysis of the test are presented in 

chapter 6. Performance of the early exit from 

a function. Benchmarks presented in this paper 

may help developers to write their own code.  

On this basis, they can determine that in their 

case, the optimization would be effective. 
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Testing is a time-consuming task, so they will 

not have to undergo the same testing process as 

shown in article, thanks to the results and 

conclusions to every test presented here. In the 

test, also the factors on which effectiveness of 

optimization method may depend have been 

pointed. In this article, the intermediate code was 

analyzed by using reverse engineering methods. 

The analysis of the intermediate code which 

provides instructions similar to those that would 

be executed by the processor, allows to 

understand the essence of the optimizations. 
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Wcze niejsze wychodzenie z funkcji jako metoda optymalizacji kodu  

w rodowiskach komponentowych 
 

M. KNIOTEK 

 
Artyku  prezentuje u ycie metody optymalizacji kodu w rodowiskach komponentowych (Java VM, MS .NET, 

Mono). W zaproponowanej metodzie w rodowiskach komponentowych wyst puj  przypadki, gdy r czne 

zastosowanie optymalizacji pozwala przyspieszy  program. Ze wzgl du na u ywanie kompilatora JIT (Just In 

Time) w rodowiskach komponentowych, kod nie mo e by  w pe ni zoptymalizowany (ograniczenia czasowe). 

Kompilator JIT stosuje optymalizacje podczas uruchamiania aktualnie u ywanej cz ci kodu. Z tego powodu 

czas u yty na poszukiwanie optymalizacji musi by  zrównowa ony mi dzy czasem oczekiwania przez 

u ytkownika a wyborem zadowalaj cej optymalizacji. Artyku  prezentuje analiz  metody optymalizacji 

zako czon  wnioskami, które pozwalaj  odpowiedzie  na pytania: kiedy, czemu oraz w których rodowiskach 

komponentowych nale y u y  metody optymalizacji. Prezentowana w artykule autorska metoda nosi nazw  

„wcze niejszego wychodzenia z funkcji”. 

 
S owa kluczowe: optymalizacja kodu, rodowiska komponentowe, metoda optymalizacji. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


